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The gaMe genes as a target for de novo domestication 
of wild potato
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Genome, transcriptome, and metabolome analysis of wild and domestic plants reveals 
so-called domestication genes associated with different traits of crop plants. De novo 
domestication via targeted modification of these genes is a new approach to accelerate 
domestication of wild plants, create new donors of valuable traits and increase a 
diversity of existing domestic forms. In the domestication process, humans have 
selected plants with desired traits. one of the main directions in domestication of edible 
Solanaceae species was selection against bitterness and toxicity. Wild potato species 
have bitter tubers and wild tomato has bitter fruits due to high steroidal glycoalkaloid 
(SGA) content. Recent study of genome changes associated with domestication of 
Solanaceae sp. revealed signatures of selection in genes controlling SGA biosynthesis 
and regulation (glycoalkaloid metabolism, GAme genes). In both potato and tomato 
genomes the GAme9 gene was found to be associated with domestication process [1, 
2]. this gene encodes AP2/eRf transcription factor, shown to be the key transcriptional 
regulator of other GAME genes encoding enzymes in the SGA-specific pathway. Strong 
domestication signatures were observed in squalene synthase (SQS) gene of potato [1]. 
this gene controls early steps of SGA synthesis. for tomato genome, it was shown that 
selection of five major loci reduced the accumulation of SGA in fruits [2]. These loci 
contained few known GAme genes and a co-expression gene cluster potentially involved 
in SGA biosynthesis. this data allows us to consider the GAme genes as domestication 
genes for Solanaceae sp. the SGA biosynthesis is realized via the cytosolic mevalonate 
pathway and consists of three stages. The first two stages are required for the synthesis of 
primary metabolites, and lead to cycloartanol and cholesterol, respectively. At the third 
stage (the synthesis of glycoalkaloids from cholesterol), about 20 enzymes participate. 
In the potato genome, 14 corresponding genes were identified [3]. The reduction of 
SGA content in wild potato species via targeted modification of different GAME genes 
will create a new experimental model of domestication and provide a donor material 
for potato breeding. the both modeling of existing domestication events and induction 
of alternative changes in the GAme genes may provide essential information about 
regulation of SGA metabolism and genetic background of Solanaceae domestication. 
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